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“BordEUr: New European Borderlands” is a collaborative 
research project of nine European universities, Co-funded by 
the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Union. BordEUr 
documents and assesses the proliferation of new borders in 
the aftermath of the European Union’s (EU) recent crises (the 
Eurozone crisis, the so-called migration crisis, and the COVID-
19 pandemic), which in various ways, were crises of those very 
borders. We suggest that the refugee and migration issue in 
particular go well beyond policy and institutions, 
and instead instantiates a fundamental uncertainty that faces 
not just the EU, but liberal democracy in general. This multi-
faceted global crisis of capitalism and liberal 
democracy resulted in a worldwide pushback taking multiple 
forms, but populism and its European rightwing variant in 
particular merit. The right-wing populist interpretation of 
European politics (including migration) namely puts the focus 
squarely back on bordered nation states, away from 
supranational units. First, only nation states can erect and 
maintain borders, and second, the threat itself (societal 
security and terrorism) is also primarily framed on the state 
level. BordEUr situates the question of (re)emergent 
borders in the context of this populist pushback against a 
crisis-ridden liberal democratic status quo. 
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